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ABOVE: Franklin Volunteer Fire Department , July 4, 1910. (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)
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According to James A. Crutchfield and Robert Halladay in
Franklin: Tennessee’s Handsomest Town, A Bicentennial History, 17991999 (1999), “In 1818, Franklin purchased its first fire engine*
and a year later authorized the construction of a fire hall to
house the vehicle. Soon afterwards, an ordinance was passed
that required every household to possess a two-gallon, leather
bucket for every floor, and that all men between the ages 15 and
55 be required to serve as volunteer firemen. Instructions were
issued directing that as soon as a fire alarm in the town was set
off, selected members of the fire company were to make their
way to the blaze, while others lined up and passed water from
hand-to-hand from the nearest source to the engine, which was
then transported to the fire.” (p. 82-83)
*Franklin’s first engine was probably a hand pumper or “hand tub.”
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“FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!!
The members of the
fire company are
hereby notified to
attend at the engine
house on the public
square in Franklin on
Friday next, the 3d day
of May, and every first
Friday in each month
thereafter. The
absentees will be fined
indiscriminately.”
- Independent Gazzette,
April 27, 1822

ABOVE: Franklin Volunteer Firefighters with chemical cart, around the late 1800’s. (Courtesy of Bob
Canaday)

1822
♦

Four years after the purchase of its first fire engine, Franklin was still
struggling with the issue of fire protection. The Franklin Fire Prevention Act
was passed by the board of mayor and aldermen on January 22, 1822, and
published on February 2, 1822 in the Independent Gazzette:, with the following
excerpt, “Fire Company – We publish to-day a corporation law establishing a
fire company. This is a necessary appendage to every town, and we have long
viewed the want of one with regret. Those hereto for established have fallen
into decay for the want of order and good rules and regulations. This being
formed by the corporation, it is hoped will meet with better success.”

Q in the Corner
♦

Four months after the Franklin Fire Prevention Act was passed, the Independent
Gazette published a “Q in the Corner” article on May 11, 1822. “Q,” an
anonymous individual, wrote an editorial complaining about the fire company
and fire engine, including these remarks: “Bubble! Bubble!! Toil and trouble!
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Upwards of two hundred dollars, beside a great deal of time and labor has been
spent upon the fire engine and it appurtenances – and what has been the result?
Why, the engine has been bro’t to operate so powerfully as to SQUIRT almost –
across the river...“To what end, thought I, is the noblest exertions in the cause
of humanity. To what end is the enactment of laws if they are not duly
enforced! The law for the establishment of a fire company was for the exclusive
benefit of freeholders and there is 11 out of near a hundred – What an instance
of public spirit. Not more than five or six houses could possibly burn down
while the engine is getting ready. About this time a retreat was sounded and I
was hurried forward by the crowd – I could hear murmurs on every side which
seemed to say, ‘They would never go there again.’ Thus ends this mighty
attempt to put out fire by means of a fire engine. Parturit mons nascitur
ridiculus mus.”*
(*Capt. Joe Polenzani’s loose translation of this Latin phrase: “We’ve struggled
to build a mountain but we’ve created [or given birth to] a silly little mouse.”)

ABOVE: Franklin Fire Department (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)

“Not more than five or
six houses could
possibly burn down
while the engine is
getting ready.”
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“We need a fire
company, well
organized and well
disciplined; not a
holiday affair, to be
thought no more of
until the cry of fire, and
the sight of our
property wraging in
flames…”

ABOVE: Franklin Fire Department (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)

1832
♦

Western Weekly Review published the following on January 30, 1832: “FIRE
COMPANY – At a meeting of the citizens of this place at Messrs. Smith and
Peebles confectionary on Friday evening last, a fire company was formed and
the following officers were elected: Thos. Parkes, Capt.; Wm. Parkes and R.P.
Hayes, engineers; Col. B.S. Tappan, sec.; and R.P. Currin, treas. This is right –
We need a fire company, well organized and well disciplined; not a holiday
affair, to be thought no more of until the cry of fire, and the sight of our
property wraging in flames, brings its existence to our recollection. We are glad
that our citizens have made choice of such active gentlemen to superintend the
operations of the company and we think we may in future rely upon having a
well trained fire corps, ever ready at a moment’s warning to give prompt and
efficient aid in the salvation of property.”

1877
♦

“Franklin’s great fire” occurred on May 6, 1877, and an article that appeared in
the May 14, 1877 edition of the Review and Journal said it was “...one of the most
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fearful in our history,” and that, “ The fire at one time was so dangerous that
serious fears were entertained that the whole town would go.” It also said this
about the fire engine, “The old engine bought by the John Marshall board
redeemed itself gloriously. The town could have been (devastated) from such
extensive loss if the advice of Capt. Ed Wells had been hearkened unto. At first
he wanted to bring it out but nobody had a good word for it or a bit of faith in
it, and it was not done, and buckets were resorted to. Finally, when the tug
came and when everybody thought the town was gone up Ed brought her out
and rigged her up for a fight with the fire fiend. It worked well, and was in the
hands of as brave a squad as ever held a nozzle. It played upon the Burke Bond
house and saved the day. Of this there is no doubt. But for it House’s corner,
the Courthouse, Mayes residence, Judge Campbell’s residence and the
deGraffenreid & Pritchett’s livery stable and the Odd Fellow’s Hall* would have
gone up in the devouring flames. Now let us hear no more about the “old
squirt.” Let it be greased up and plenty of hose attached and we will be safe. It
is as good an engine as there is anywhere. All it wants is to be nursed and kept
in order and plenty of hose, which our board ought to get instantly.”
1891
♦

According to The Daily American, “The most extensive fire that has visited this
place in many years,” broke out on October 29, 1891 on the public square.
“(The fire burned) Seventeen buildings, consisting of residences and business
houses.” It also burned the fire engine house. “Our hand-pumping fire engine
was set to work early in the action, but could not avail against the wind, the fire
and the drought. Mayor Andrew Ewing telegraphed early to Nashville for
assistance, as it seemed at one time that the fire would cross the streets and
burn the town. The citizen’s gift engine started out with crew and horsecarriage on a special train of three cars, but being delayed by repairs of the tack
for some twenty or thirty minutes, arrived after the fire had spent its force, and
it was not necessary to get off the train at the depot. Our people highly
appreciated the kind tender of assistance and its promptness and are sorry they
did not have an opportunity to banquet the boys before their return to the city.
They were under orders, however, and returned to the city as soon as the track
was clear.”

*Odd Fellows Hall was located where City Hall is today.

“Now let us hear no
more about the ‘old
squirt.’ Let it be
greased up and plenty
of hose attached and
we will be safe. It is as
good an engine as there
is anywhere.”
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1902
♦

“It was Friday and also
the 13th day of the
month, thus doubly illomened.”

On June 19, 1902, the Williamson County News reported that on Friday, June 13,
1902, “What proved to be one of the most destructive fires Franklin has
experienced in some time was discovered at an early hour Friday morning in the
store of Elliott & Mount, dealers in shoes and gentlemen’s furnishing goods, on
Main Street.” Additionally they reported, “Franklin Suffers Loss Amounting to
$25,000. Four stores on Main Street go up in smoke – favorable elements and
vigilant service by volunteer firemen, prevent destruction of entire block.”
Following is an excerpt from the article: “The alarm was sounded at a few
minutes before 2 o’clock Friday morning. It was an hour that found few people
awake, only a limited number responding until perhaps more than a half hour
later, when the alarm became more general and the citizens were awakened.
The crowd then grew rapidly in proportions and heroic efforts to subdue the
flames were made.
“When a news representative reached the scene there were probably not
over fifteen people present. A volume of smoke was pouring out the front
upstairs window of the Elliott & Mount store, but no blaze could be discovered.
A short while afterward, when the flames burst forth and the peril of the entire
block was imminent, efforts were at once made towards securing assistance
from Nashville. After considerable delay, while the flames were fast
communicating themselves from one building to another, it was thought proper
by those in authority to secure aid in fighting the fire, and a chemical engine was
finally started from Nashville. In the meantime, however, the fire had burned
its way to a fire-wall between the Moore and Williams buildings, and, as the
local fire engine had then been in working order for some time, a brave stand
was made by the volunteer fire-fighters who, by determined efforts, prevented a
further spread of flames. When the fire was seen to be under control, the
chemical engine, which had not gotten out of South Nashville, was ordered
back.
“The night was perfectly calm, and to this fact more than any other is due
the prevention of a conflagration of greater enormity and mere alarming
proportions, the entire business section of the town being contiguous to the fire
and in a direct line with the course pursued by the flames.
“The origin of the fire is not known. The theory that it started from a live
electric light wire is generally discredited, as the nature of the fire in itself
renders that theory not plausible. Mr. Stephen West, of Southall, who was the
first to discover the blaze, when interviewed by a NEWS reporter, made the
following statement: ‘Friday morning between 1 and 2 o’clock, while on my way
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to Nashville, accompanied by my wife, upon reaching a point near the Elliott &
Mount store the house was seen to be brilliantly lighted, and a remark to that
effect was made by Mrs. West. As we drew nearer the building, everything in the
first floor was plainly visible. This being unusual by reason of the lateness of the
hour. I became convinced that the house was on fire, and gave the alarm.
Policeman Smith came hurrying to the scene and further spread the alarm by
firing off his pistol. My horse taking fright at the shooting, became hardly
manageable, and I saw no more of the conflagration.’
“The few people who were first on the scene could discover neither fire nor
smoke, and it was decided that the alarm was a false one, and the ringing of the
church bell ordered stopped. The pause was only momentary, however, as Jim
Hughes, colored, who works at the livery stable across the street, firmly asserted
that he had seen a blaze in the Elliott & Mount store and further investigation
followed.
“Entrance was effected to the adjoining building occupied by W.H. English,
and those who went in discovered the upstairs to be full of smoke, but no fire.
In the Elliott & Mount building the smoke was much denser, and matches were
lighted in an effort to locate the fire. The efforts proved of no avail, the
denseness of the smoke causing the search to be abandoned as hopeless, and the
work of saving the stock was begun.”
FIRE NOTES
♦

The June 19, 1902 edition of the Williamson County News also reported the
following “Fire Notes” from the fire on Friday, June 13, 1902, which were
essentially editorial notes:
“It was Friday and also the 13th day of the month, thus doubly ill omened.
Among those who fight fire like veterans and with a determination worthy of the
highest encomiums are that dauntless pair, J.H. Rolffs and Andrew B. Ewing. In
the large crowd what gathered at the scene were quite a number of the fair sex,
and the dawn of early morning found many a curl-less curl adorning a
powderless face, the charm of which had suffered by loss of beauty sleep. The
only thing which seems to properly lubricate the propelling force of the engine is
spirits frumenti. The means of fighting fire in Franklin are woefully inadequate,
and the town is practically at the mercy of any whilom spark.”

“I became convinced that
the house was on fire,
and gave the alarm.
Policeman Smith came
hurrying to the scene and
further spread the alarm
by firing off his pistol.
My horse taking fright at
the shooting, became
hardly manageable, and I
saw no more of the
conflagration.”
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Franklin School Fires
Tennessee Female College—1886
♦

“Since the earliest days of
the city, the law had
required every citizen to
keep a bucket inscribed
with his name, holding at
least two gallons of
water, hung in a
convenient location to be
ready in case of fire.”

The Tennessee Female College, situated on South Margin St. between 4th and 5th
Avenues, suffered a tragic fire in March of 1886. It was one of the costliest fires
in Franklin during the 19th century. The building was valued at $10,000 and the
contents were valued at $4,500. The school was rebuilt and reopened in 1887.
The new building had three-stories and a five-story tower, and is pictured below.
It was torn down in 1916.

Battle Ground Academy—1902, 1905 and 1910
♦

The building on the east side of Columbia Pike that had housed this school since
it’s opening in 1889 was destroyed by fire in 1902. The structure was rebuilt on
the west side of Columbia Pike, but a 1905 fire destroyed it as well. The school
was again rebuilt and destroyed by fire in 1910.

- Crutchfield and Holladay,
1999, p. 844

ABOVE: Tennessee Female College (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)
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Franklin School Fires
Franklin Training School for African Americans
(formerly Franklin Colored School) – 1935 and 1945
♦

African Americans were educated at the Franklin Training School from 18881967. Fires occurred at the school on August 21, 1935 and January 3, 1945.
The dates and locations of the incidents were noted in fire department log
books, but not much else is known. The present day location of the school is
the Claiborne Hughes Health Center.

Franklin High School - 1956
♦

“On January 29, 1956, townspeople awoke to a fierce lightning and
thunderstorm. At a little after 6:30 a.m., a bolt struck the roof of the Franklin
High School auditorium and within a few minutes the entire school was blazing.
Franklin’s fire department and units from Nashville fought the fire, but with the
exception of the gymnasium the school was a total loss.” (Crutchfield and
Holladay, 1999, p. 416) Today the school’s former gymnasium on Columbia
Ave. houses the Franklin and Williamson County Boys and Girls Club.

ABOVE: Franklin High School opened in 1927 next to the Carter House on Columbia Ave. It burned down in
1956. (Courtesy of Williamson County Archives)

“Franklin’s fire
department and units
from Nashville fought
the fire, but with the
exception of the
gymnasium the school
was a total loss.”
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Franklin School Fires
Franklin Elementary School at Five Points - 1962
♦

On Saturday, January 13, 1962 at 1 p.m., fire broke out at the Five Points school.
Although the site had been used for schooling for almost a century, classes had
not been held in the building for nearly a year, when a new elementary school
was completed on 10th Street. The old school building was used for storage.
Assistant Fire Chief Ed Young blamed the open stairway to the second floor and
the oiled floors for the quick spread of the flames. He told the Nashville
Tennessean, “The floors after that many years of sweeping were just soaked in oil.
The firemen would think they had put the flames down and turn their attention
elsewhere and it would blaze right back up.”

RIGHT: The
Nashville Tennessean
Jan. 14, 1962
newspaper photo
of the Franklin
Elementary School
after the fire.
(Used with
permission)
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Franklin School Fires

“The floors after that
many years of sweeping
were just soaked in oil.
The firemen would think
they had put the flames
down and turn their
attention elsewhere and it
would blaze right back
up.”
ABOVE: Franklin Elementary School at Five Points. (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)

BELOW: The Nashville Tennessean Jan. 14, 1962 newspaper photo of onlookers watching the Franklin Elementary
School fire at Five Points. (Used with permission)
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Lillie Mills Fire
1958
“Soon flames were
shooting 150 feet in the
air and could be seen in
Brentwood. Within an
hour, the five-story,
brick structure, 71years old, was a total
loss.”

♦

“At 10:00 a.m. on January 8, 1958, at 10 a.m., a series of small explosions
erupted in the chemical laboratory of the Lillie Mills on 1st Avenue. Soon
flames were shooting 150 feet in the air and could be seen in Brentwood.
Within an hour, the five-story, brick structure, 71-years old, was a total loss.
Lillie Mills had been the first major Franklin industry started after the Civil War.
By 1958, the company was owned by Nebraska Consolidated Milling Co., which
quickly put out a press release that the mill would not be rebuilt.” (Crutchfield
and Holladay, 1999, p. 420) The concrete storage towers pictured below were
all that survived the fire. These are still standing today.

ABOVE: Present day 1st Avenue South. All that remains today of Lillie Mills are these concrete storage towers.
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Lillie Mills Fire

ABOVE: Volunteer firefighter Robert
Schmidt’s wife wrote the above note
regarding the Lillie Mills fire.

ABOVE: Volunteer firefighter Robert Schmidt’s wife saved this flyer that the manager of Lillie
Mills distributed after the fire.
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Warehouse Fires
R.N. Moore Feed and Seed Company Warehouse (Fire #1) 1963
“From 1925-1935, the
warehouse served as
the worldwide center
for shipping
Tennessee German
millet. The Franklin
area at that time was
the millet-growing
capitol of the world
and more was shipped
from that warehouse
than from any other.”

♦

On Tuesday, February 5, 1963, fire erupted around 5:45 p.m. in this warehouse on
1st Avenue, located on the east side of the railroad tracks. The facility was filled
with hay, feed and seed, and firefighters fought the fire from rail cars. An article
about the incident in the February 7, 1963 edition of Independent Thinking People said
that “From 1925-1935, the warehouse served as the worldwide center for shipping
Tennessee German millet. The Franklin area at that time was the millet-growing
capitol of the world and more was shipped from that warehouse than from any
other.”

Above: 1963 fire at the R.N. Moore Feed and Seed Company on 1st Ave. South. Newspaper clipping from the
Nashville Tennessean (used with permission), courtesy of the Robert Schmidt family.

ABOVE: The Nashville Tennessean newspaper clipping and photo of the 1963 warehouse fire. (Used with permission)
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Warehouse Fires

Between 1958 and
1973, Four devastating
fires occurred on 1st
Avenue South. These
included the Lillie
Mills fire in 1958, the
R.N. Moore Feed and
Seed Company
Warehouse fire in
1963, the Williamson
County Tobacco
Warehouse fire in
1968 and a second fire
at the R.N. Moore
Feed and Seed
Company Warehouses
in 1973.

ABOVE: The Review-Appeal newspaper clipping and photo of the 1968 warehouse fire. (Used with
permission)

Williamson County Loose Leaf Tobacco Warehouse (also
known as the Casey Tobacco Warehouse) - 1968
♦

At 1 p.m. on Wednesday, July 31, 1968, another tobacco warehouse blaze
occurred just five years after the R.N. Moore tobacco warehouse burned down
on the same street. The 150,000-square foot building was totally destroyed, with
an estimated loss of around $250,000.
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Warehouse Fires
R.N. Moore Feed and Seed Company Warehouses (Fire #2) 1973
♦

On June 26, 1973, around 5:30 a.m., two large warehouses located on 1st
Avenue South, containing raw materials belonging to Georgia Boot Company,
burned down. The contents, used in the manufacture of boots, were valued at
$1 million.

Jewel Brothers Tobacco Warehouse fire—1989
♦ There was one fatality at this fire that occurred in the warehouse behind John

Deere Tractor on 9th Ave. North (between Mt. Hope St. and 9th Ave. North),
on April 12, 1989, just before 2 a.m.
RIGHT: The Nashville
Tennessean newspaper clipping
and photo from the Ben Franklin
5 and 10 store fire in 1979. (Used
with permission)
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Ben Franklin 5 and 10
1979
♦

Fire broke out at the Ben Franklin 5 and 10 on Main St. early Saturday morning,
December 22, 1979, just before the Franklin Firefighters were to celebrate their
Christmas breakfast in the bay at Station 1 (West Main St.). Their annual
Christmas party was scheduled that same evening, as well, at the Holiday Inn,
which was located where the Super 8 is today on Murfreesboro Rd. Even
though the firefighters were working at the fire until two or three in the
afternoon, the party continued as planned. “We raised the roof pretty much all
night long,” said Deputy Chief Mike Culberson. Ben Franklin 5 and 10 was
located in the 300 block of Main St., on the north side of the street.

ABOVE: Present day Main St, where the Ben Franklin 5 and 10 was located.
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Franklin, the Way it was
By Richard Jordan, courtesy of the Williamson County Archives
Where there’s Smoke….

“Faux pas were not a
rarity with the Fire
Department.”

The snout of a gleaming red, American La France fire engine poked out of
the left portico of City Hall in the corner of The Square. But, there was nobody
close by who knew how to drive it. Marshall Liggett couldn’t drive it, and he was
the only male employee at City Hall. The Franklin Fire Department was allvolunteer. Fifteen to twenty conscientious citizens, who got a little thrill out of it
all, made up the force for fighting fires in Franklin. They were quite proficient; the
low insurance rates in town reflected that. Johnny Smith, the “City Engineer,” was
the chief. He wore a white hat. He bragged, they had never lost a driveway or a
basement. The volunteers were paid by the fire. Each one who showed up at the
fire scene put his name in the roll call book and got four dollars.
There was a siren on top of the High School gym that had been placed
there during the war as an air raid warning. When a fire call was made to the
station, the siren was fired off, it could be heard everywhere, Franklin was only
fourteen blocks long and twelve blocks wide in those days, 5,000 folks. In the midfifties Roy Barker Insurance Co. sponsored a radio spot on WAGG that gave the
location of the fire. The firemen knew where to go and so did everybody else.
Going to fires was a special event, it always drew a crowd.
Chief Smith paired up the men, two by two, to best handle the highpressure hoses. He paired Wesley Fox (6’0” – 220) with Jim Waddey (5’8” – 120).
When Mr. Waddey let go of the hose, Wesley never noticed. Jim Waddey lived up
on Gist Street, between Adams and Columbia Avenue. For a while he drove a
Graham-Page, and then traded it for a 1935 Ford three-window coupe. When the
alarm blasted off, Jim would take off down Adams Street at the “break neck” speed
of twenty, maybe 25 mile an hour. The red light on top of his car burped
intermittently and his siren sounded like a love loran Tom Cat.
Faux pas were not a rarity with the Fire Department. Fletcher Wilson’s
Shoe Store caught fire about 7 o’clock on a Tuesday evening. It was just a block
and a half from the fire hall. The fire truck, the firefighters and a good size crowd
of spectators got there almost immediately. They hooked up to the hydrant across
the street in record time. Two firemen pulled out a length of hose and fastened
nozzles on each of them, and then gave the signal for water…nothing happened…
they each had the opposite end of the same hose.
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Franklin, the Way it was
Franklin Elementary School dominated the west “sky line” of downtown
Franklin. The building had been constructed around the turn of the century. There
were no students there the day it caught fire. The blaze erupted with such force,
that by the time the fire truck got there from two blocks away, the flames were
already leaping through the roof. It was obvious they needed help with this one, so
they called Nashville. Johnny Smith and his men hooked up to the hydrant in front
of the Post Office, and started throwing water.
In short order, a fire truck and crew from the Green Hills area of Nashville
showed up. They hooked up to the hydrant in front of Ollie Anderson’s Barbecue
Stand and started pouring water on the blaze. It was a spectacular fire.
Brentwood was unincorporated then, but they had recently started a
subscription fire department. They bought a brand new, ton and a half, Ford fire
truck, and since there were no fire plugs in Brentwood, it had a 300-gallon water
tank on it. I don’t know if they were called, or just came on their own, but any way
they showed up at the big school fire in Franklin. Two young men, in really goodlooking uniforms, made up the crew. When they got there, the fire had engulfed the
whole structure. This was the first really big blaze they had been able to challenge.
They looked around to see that the Franklin Fire Department was hooked to one
hydrant, and Nashville was hooked to the other. There was no place available for
them to hook to. They were not going to miss this opportunity to put their new
equipment to the test and try their own skills as firefighters.
They pulled onto the campus, got out the hose that ran from their water
tank, and started pumping. One man held the hose while the other sat in the truck
and watched. The hose was about the size used to water a garden, and the stream it
put out looked like a Cub Scout on a camping trip. The pressure was barely enough
for the water to reach one of the first floor windows. When the water in the tank
started getting low, the man in the truck got out with a camera and snapped a couple
of pictures of the one with the hose. Then they shut off the water long enough for
the other man to take his position with the hose, and to put on the only fireman’s
helmet they had brought. The pump was started again and his picture was made.
By then their tank was about empty anyway, so they rolled up their little hose and
headed back to Brentwood.

“Two firemen, pulled
out a length of hose and
fastened nozzles on each
of them, and then gave
the signal for water…
nothing happened…
they each had the
opposite end of the
same hose.”
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Franklin, The Way It Was

ABOVE: Newspaper clipping of Franklin Firefighters.

BELOW: The Franklin Fire Department recorded incidents by hand in log books, like the one shown below,
until 1987.
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Franklin Fire Station 1

ABOVE: Franklin’s fire engine house at the northwest corner of Public Square. (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)

NW Corner of Public Square, 1820-1958
♦

In 1818, Franklin purchased its first fire engine and a year later authorized the
construction of a fire hall to house the vehicle. This building was used until 1891,
when it was destroyed in a fire. It was rebuilt and the new building opened in 1892.
It remained in operation until 1958, when the fire station moved to West Main St.

604 West Main St., 1958-1998
♦

Less than a month after the fire at Lillie Mills, the Franklin city government moved
to the former Bethurum, Henry and Robinson Funeral Home. There was already a
garage to house the fire equipment, and room for the water and sewer department,
police department and gas department. Plans were also made to add a city jail. This
location was used as a fire station until 1998, when the newly built Station 1 opened
on New Highway 96 West.
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Franklin Fire Station 1

ABOVE: Franklin’s former fire
engine house, today houses Fifth
Third Bank offices.
ABOVE: Franklin’s former Fire Station 1 at Public Square. (Courtesy of Bob Canaday)

ABOVE: Franklin’s former Fire Station 1 at 604 West Main St.
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Franklin Fire Station 1

ABOVE: A promotional fan for the Bethurum, Henry & Robinson Funeral Home and Ambulance Service. The
building that housed this business at 604 West Main St. later became Fire Station 1 and city offices. (Courtesy of
Franklin and Williamson County Heritage Foundation.
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Franklin Fire Station 1

ABOVE: The fire pole at former Franklin Fire Station 1 at 604 West Main St. is still intact. Today the building
provides offices for the Stites and Harbison Law Firm and the Stray Dog Film Company.

500 New Highway 96 West, 1998-Present
♦

The station on New Highway 96 West opened in 1998 and continues to serve as Station
1 today.
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Franklin Fire Stations

ABOVE: The original Franklin Fire Station 2 on Murfreesboro Rd., before the addition was completed in 2004.
BELOW: Present-day Franklin Fire Station 2.

Station 2
1984-present—907 Murfreesboro Rd. (addition was completed in 2004)
Station 3
1994-present—298 Mallory Station Rd.
Station 4
1997-present—2039 Fieldstone Parkway
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Franklin Fire Stations

ABOVE: Franklin Fire Station 3 on Mallory Station Rd.
BELOW: Franklin Fire Station 4 on Fieldstone Pkwy.

Station 5
2000-present—215 Noah Dr.
Station 6
2008-present—1061 Cool Springs Blvd.
Training Center
2004-present— 419 Century Ct.
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Franklin Fire Stations

TOP: Franklin Fire Station 5 on Noah Dr.; MIDDLE: Franklin Fire Station 6 on Cool Springs Blvd.; BOTTOM:
Franklin Fire Department Training Center on Century Ct.
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Franklin Fire Department Personnel

ABOVE: Photo taken at the Red Grill in the
1950’s. Left to right: Johnny Smith, Oscar
Garner, Bill Smithson, Wally Mopins, Police
Chief English, Elmer Peach, Wesley Fox,
Postle Waite, Harris Irwin, Harry Hicks.

LEFT: Leroy Collins, driver of the fire engine,
pictured in the engine with his grandchildren
on the running board, probably in the 1930’s.
Collins lived in the apartment above the engine
house at Public Square with his family in the
1920’s and 1930’s. (Courtesy of David Peek,
Collins’ great grandson)
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Personnel Photos

RIGHT: 1964 photo. Front row left
to right: A.B. Church Jr., L.E.
McKee, Robert y. Schmidt, Hadden
Stephens, Sam Liggett, Wesley Fox,
David Goins. Back row left to right:
William Hughes, Jim White, Joe
Perry, Robert Irwin, Raymond
Robinson, J.W. Culberson, Bill
Heithcock, Edward Young, Johnny
Smith.

RIGHT: Group in front of station:
Front row left to right: Wesley Fox,
Joe Perry, Raymond Robertson, J.W.
Culberson, Harry Hicks, Bill
Heithcock, Johnny Smith. Back row
left to right: Hayden Stephens, Sam
Liggett, Robert Irvin, Tom Herbert,
Robert Schmidt, A.B. Church, Jim
White.
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Personnel Photos

ABOVE: Franklin Firefighters around 1979 or
1980. Back row, left to right: Billy Ford, Jim
Harper, Ed Black, John House, Don
Claiborne, Gentry Fox. Middle row, left to
right: Bennie Hargrove, Mike Culberson, John
Fitzgerald, Paul Spencer, Ed House. Front
row, left to right: Sam Liggett, Robert Irvin,
Bill Heithcock, J.W. Culberson.

LEFT: The Franklin firehouse dog with Leroy
Collins’ wife. Collins was the driver of the fire
engine in the 1920’s and 1930’s. (Courtesy of
David Peek).
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Fire Apparatus
The Fire Engine
♦

“All along, from 1835, there had been abortive efforts to get a new fire
engine (likely a hand pumper, even large cities did not get steam-powered
pumpers until the 1860’s*). At last, on June 26, 1858, the committee reported
that they had closed a contract for one at the cost of $2,289.50, and this engine
was reported here on October 27, 1858. it was an excellent engine, though
worked by hand, and remained in use until after the new gravity water system
went into effect in 1906-’7. They then had to have water—in 1858— and so
several cisterns were dug from 1858 to 1860.”
Park Marshall, Mayor
1922
“From the Minutes of the Town”

*Editor’s note

ABOVE: Former Franklin Fire Chief John Smith, pictured with the Franklin Fire Department’s chemical cart.
This apparatus was restored by Capt. Clay Mackey and Lt. Wes Oakley, and is on display at The Factory at
Franklin.
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Fire Apparatus

ABOVE: Late 1920’s or early 1930’s pumper truck, probably a La France or Seagrave.
BELOW: 1958 Seagrave pumper.
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Fire Apparatus

ABOVE PHOTOS: Franklin Fire Department’s “Captain Tom” 1947 American La France/Foamite pumper.
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Fire Apparatus

ABOVE: Another photo of “Captain Tom”
BELOW: The “ALF/Foamite badge from the front of the Captain Tom.
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Franklin Fire Chiefs
1935-1942

Leon Evans (Listed as both acting chief and chief)

1942-1946

W.L. Henry

1946– 1975

Johnny Smith

1975-1989

J.W. Culberson

1989-1990

Mark S. Riggsbee

1990-1995

Sam Liggett

1995-2004

Don Claiborne

2004-present

Rocky Garzarek

Franklin Fire Chief Johnny Smith, 1946-1975
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Franklin Fire Chief J.W. Culberson, 1975-1989
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Franklin Fire Chief Mark S. Riggsbee, 1989-1990
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Franklin Fire Chief Sam Liggett, 1990-1995
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Franklin Fire Chief Don Claiborne, 1995-2004
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Franklin Fire Chief Rocky Garzarek, 2004-present

